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and the little suburb with the admirable restaurant on
the shore. ... A Place sanctified by the memory—and
the admirable baths—of St. Theresa. . . . The great St.
Theresa, the mystic. . . . Not St. Theresa of the roses. . . .
§
I am sitting in the dim Jewish quarter of the immense,
heaving, roaring., hysterically screaming, pushing, shoving,
stinking ship. It is the only quiet spot. ... A great slice
of the ship's hold, dim light coining through rare port-holes
. . . part synagogue, part adult school, part drawing-room,
and part railed-off quarter where the ship-stewards eat
. . . the whole caboodle speeding towards Palestine.
There are exhausted Jews sitting back in deck-chairs,
their eyes closed; there are lean, bearded Jews telling off,
with their fingers, points gained in fiery arguments over
doctrine . . . over immensely fat, bearded Jews. . . , All
in skull-caps.
There are a company of them leaning over a table squint-
ing breathlessly at Hebrew texts under the eye of a con-
temptuous school-teacher with a face like Savonarola's
. . . breathlessly learning modern Hebrew for use in Pales-
tine. . . . The Holy Land, we used to say.
There are Jews like nothing on earth and Jews like Wall
Street bankers; and Jews like medieval scholars; and Jews
like scarecrows raked off a Lebanon vineyard; and Jews
rufous, like foxes; and Jews with faces agonized as if they were
corpses fresh come from a pogrom. And daughters of Jeru-
salem as slim as laughing reeds; and daughters of the Bronx
and the East Side as slim as ravishing willows with powdered
faces and slashed pomegranate lips. And daughters of
Riverside Drive, who are mothers and run to fat; and Jews
like Princes of the House of David; and old, lean, bearded
Jews who must have been made in the image of the Ancient
of Days; and Jews like English country gentlemen, and
Jews like French deputies. , . .
A number of them are singing with an elation exceeding
that of Welsh Revivalists singing "Onward, Christian
Soldiers" . . . are singing something that sounds like

